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there is growing interest internationally in the contributions which the creative arts can make to
wellbeing and health in both healthcare and community settings a timely addition to the field the
oxford textbook of creative arts health and wellbeing is the first work of its kind to discuss the
role the creative arts have in addressing some of the most pressing public health challenges faced
today providing an evidence base and recommendations for a wide audience this is an essential resource
for anyone involved with this increasingly important component of public health practice the
textbook offers key insights for developing new creative arts based approaches to health and
wellbeing and shows how these can augment established practices within a variety of social settings
theoretically grounded and with a strong evidence base this book brings together contributions from
both practitioners and researches to provide a comprehensive account of the field using international
examples the textbook elucidates the various approaches that have successfully led to improvements
in public health whilst case studies in healthcare practices evaluate the impact of arts based
initiatives in a multitude of international settings life course stages and social milieus the oxford
textbook of creative arts health and wellbeing is a comprehensive resource that will be essential to
anyone with an interest in this increasingly important component of public health practice this book
examines and compares the religious experience of an african group with a european one it offers an
ethnographical investigation of the jukun of north central nigeria the author also organically
weaves into the narrative the christianization of the irish in a comparative fashion throughout he
makes the case for an african christianity connected to a celtic irish christianity and vice versa as
different threads in a tapestry this work is a product of a synthesis of archival research in three
continents interviews with surviving first generation christians who were active practitioners of the
jukun indigenous religion and with former missionaries to the jukun on the irish side it draws from
extant primary sources and interviews with scholars in celtic irish studies in addition pictures
diagrams and excerpts from british colonial and missionary journals provide a rich contextual
understanding of jukun religious life and practices the author is among the emerging voices in the study
of world christianity who advocate for the reality of poly centres for christianity this perspective
recognizes voices from the global south in the expansion of christianity this book serves as a
valuable resource for historians anthropologists theologians and those interested in missions
studies both scholars and lay readers seeking to deepen their understanding of world christianity this
book investigates the links between human trafficking and national security in southern africa human
trafficking violates borders supports organised crime and corrupts border officials and yet
policymakers rarely view the persistence of human trafficking as a security issue adopting an expanded
conceptualisation of security to encompass the individual as well as the state richard obinna
iroanya lays the groundwork for understanding human trafficking as a security threat he outlines the
conditions and patterns of human trafficking globally before moving into detailed case studies of
south africa and mozambique together these case studies bring into focus the lives of the hidden
population in the region with analysis and policy recommendations for combating a global phenomenon
styrenes advances in research and application 2013 edition is a scholarlybrief that delivers timely
authoritative comprehensive and specialized information about zzzadditional research in a concise
format the editors have built styrenes advances in research and application 2013 edition on the vast
information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about zzzadditional research
in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable
authoritative informed and relevant the content of styrenes advances in research and application
2013 edition has been produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research
institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written
assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now
have a source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more information is available at
scholarlyeditions com this handbook presents a comprehensive and up to date overview of gender in
demography addressing the many different influences of gender that arise from or influence demographic
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processes it collects in one volume the key issues and perspectives in this area whereby demography is
broadly defined the purpose in casting a wide net is to cover the range of work being done within
demography but at the same time to open up our perspectives to neighboring fields to encourage better
conversations around these issues the chapters in this handbook carefully document definition and
measurement issues and take up parts of the demographic picture and focus on how gender plays a role
in outcomes in other cases gender often plays a cross cutting role in social processes rather than
having a single or easily distinguishable role it often combines with other social institutions and even
other statuses and inequalities to affect outcomes thus a key factor in this volume is how gender
interacts with race ethnicity class nationality and sexuality in any demographic setting while each
section contains chapters that are broad overviews of the current state of knowledge and behavior
the handbook also includes chapters that focus on specific cultures or events in order to examine
how gender operates in a particular circumstance the 66th edition of the playfair cricket annual
reviews england s two 2012 home test series against west indies and south africa as well as their
t20 world cup campaign and their autumn winter matches against india and new zealand the book is
packed with all the essential information required to follow events on the cricket field with
unrivalled up to the minute statistical detail on all first class players registered in the uk at the
time of press there are fixture lists for the coming season including 2nd xi and minor counties it also
features highlights of the 2012 summer and previews the 2013 tourists new zealand and australia
plus full test match first class and limited overs international records the april 2014 issue of the
yale law journal features new articles and essays on law and legal theory by internationally
recognized scholars an extensive feature explores the idea of federalism as the new nationalism with
contributions by jessica bulman pozen from sovereignty and process to administration and politics the
afterlife of american federalism heather gerken an overview the loyal opposition abbe gluck our
national federalism alison lacroix the shadow powers of article i and cristina rodr�guez negotiating
conflict through federalism institutional and popular perspectives the issue serves in effect as a new
and detailed book on new concepts and practices of u s federalism in addition the issue includes these
contributions from scholars and students article the power to threaten war by matthew c waxman
essay five to four why do bare majorities rule on courts by jeremy waldron note dignity as a value in
agency cost benefit analysis by rachel bayefsky note early release in international criminal law by
jonathan choi note ex ante review of leveraged buyouts by laura femino comment innocent abroad
morrison vilar and the extraterritorial application of the exchange act by daniel herz roiphe quality
ebook edition features linked notes active contents active urls in notes proper bluebook formatting
and full presentation of original tables and images this april 2014 issue is volume 123 number 6
issues for nov 1957 include section accessions aanwinste sept 1957 the book provides a thorough
overview of institutional research ir i e applied higher education research undertaken within
universities in south africa it is a collection of essays focusing on the character and institutional
setting of ir how ir is embedded into the mechanisms of steering shaping and reforming higher education
and what the major results were of ir in select thematic areas the book is a valuable resource for
higher education researchers and social researchers in south africa interested in higher education it
�also deserves to be read by practitioners and policymakers in the field of higher education in south
africa it serves as an interesting case study for higher education researchers all over the world the
complexity of 21st century lifestyle makes collaborative research and learning essential for all of
the population both in well resourced and socio economically challenged regions cross disciplinary
approaches to action research and action learning is an advanced reference source including the
latest scholarly research on the examination of the development of a community practice of research
in order to improve problem solving in various fields featuring extensive coverage on a broad range of
topics such as social justice organizational development and global economy this publication is
ideally designed for academics researchers scholars and managers seeking current research on the
promotion of collaborative research and learning this book examines the pros and cons of the
internationalization of higher education institutions which is an important feature of modern
universities it makes a significant contribution to our understanding of universities and an important
input to the assessment of the internationalization of higher education institutions both for
regulators and for the universities themselves the book s three parts focus on a number of issues
associated with internationalization the first part perspectives on internationalization provides
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critical reflections on internationalization on the globally distributed european american university
and on the impact of rankings the second part the obstacles to internationalization deals with the
significance of language challenges of mobility and environment concerns the third part alternative
modes of internationalization discusses internationalization at home international distance education
and the establishment of international branch campuses this book presents a snapshot of a major
challenge and shares subjective views on various areas of conflict in africa and the diverse
theoretical and practical efforts to achieve peace following an essential review of several real
world conflict contexts on the african continent and attempts to come to terms with them
critically as a first step the book explores the lessons learned to date with regard to peace studies
in africa this volume provides a fascinating glimpse into the complex language ecologies of southeast
asia adopting a relational perspective it considers their significance for the region its peoples the
policy and practice of language teaching learning and assessment and the fate of local languages it
gives particular prominence to the relationship between english and chinese it s likely transformation
at a time of significant global change and the impact that these two languages and their synergy will
have on the place of other languages and dialects dynamic ecologies a relational perspective on
languages education in the asia pacific region draws on the research and insights of key scholars in the
field and provides case studies that illustrate the impact of relevant language policy in countries
including singapore malaysia hong kong south korea and australia discussing crises through diverse
examples including the uk s national theatre public art installations occupy lsx repatriation
ceremonies and performances of the everyday this book asks how performance captures and resists
what is considered politically ideologically culturally or socially inside or outside europe south
africa was born in war has been cursed by crises and ruptures and today stands on a precipice once
again this book explores the country s tumultuous journey from the second anglo boer war to 2021
drawing on diaries letters oral testimony and diplomatic reports thula simpson follows the south
african people through the battles elections repression resistance strikes insurrections massacres
crashes and epidemics that have shaped the nation tracking south africa s path from colony to union
and from apartheid to democracy simpson documents the influence of key figures including jan smuts
nelson mandela steve biko p w botha thabo mbeki and cyril ramaphosa he offers detailed accounts of
watershed events like the 1922 rand revolt the defiance campaign sharpeville the soweto uprising and
the marikana massacre he sheds light on the roles of gandhi churchill castro and thatcher and
explores the impact of the world wars the armed struggle and the border war simpson s history
charts the post apartheid transition and the phases of anc rule from rainbow nation to
transformation state capture to new dawn along the way it reveals the divisions and solidarities of
sport the nation s economic travails and painful pandemics from the spanish flu to aids and covid 19
volume 1 a and b covers international organizations throughout the world comprising their aims
activities and events military education was the lifeblood of the armies navies and air forces of the
british empire and an essential ingredient for success in both war and peace military education and the
british empire is the first major scholarly work to address the role of military education in maintaining
the empire throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries bringing together the world s top
scholars on the subject this book places distinct national narratives canadian australian south
african british and indian within a comparative context ultimately this book allows readers to
consider the connections between education and empire from a transnational perspective the chapters
in this book are based on selected peer reviewed research papers presented at the 11th biennial
networked learning conference nlc 2018 held in zagreb and were chosen as exemplars of cutting edge
research on networked learning the chapters are organized into three main sections 1 aspects of
mobility for networked learning in a global world 2 use and misuse of algorithms and learning
analytics 3 understanding and empowering learners the three main sections are flanked by chapters
which introduce and reflect on networked learning as epistemic practice the concluding chapter draws
out perspectives from the chapters and discusses emerging issues the book focuses on the nature of
learning and interactions as an important characteristic sought out by researchers and practitioners
in this field listening to the voices of global practitioners in christian mission we cross boundaries
between the people of god and the not yet people of god declaring god s glory among the nations ps
96 3 mission begins and ends in worship in mission we proclaim the death burial and resurrection of
christ we also care for the whole person thus at its core mission intertwines praise word and deed
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this book represents the latest in missiological thinking though some contributors are scholars and
even professors most are field practitioners evangelists church planters bible translators medical
professionals refugee workers and community development specialists based on decades of faithful
service they report on what they have learned about mission mission in praise word and deed addresses
a wide range of critical concerns such as informal theological education bible translation business
as mission trauma care and working on multicultural teams as we ponder best mission practices it s
wise to hear from global practitioners those who have been at it for a long time this book represents
the diversity of the global church they are men and women from africa asia latin america north
america and europe who have served or presently serve in places across the world these contributors
share the conviction that the future of missions involves a growing global church and missionary
workforce joining hands to complete the great commission amid severe opposition and disruption the
armed struggle waged by the anc s military wing umkhonto we sizwe mk was the longest sustained
insurgency in south african history this book offers the first full account of the rebellion in its
entirety from its early days in the 1950s to the inauguration of nelson mandela as south african
president in 1994 vast in scope this story traverses every corner of south africa and extends
throughout southern africa where mk s largest campaigns and heaviest engagements occurred as well
as to the solidarity networks that the rebellion mobilised around the world drawing principally from
previously unpublished writings and testimonies by the men and women who fought the armed struggle
this book recreates the drama heroism and tragedy of their experiences it tells the story of leaders
like nelson mandela oliver tambo joe slovo and chris hani whose reputations were forged in the
crucible of the armed struggle but it is also a tale of martyrs such as looksmart ngudle ashley kriel
and phila ndwandwe as well as of mk cadres such as leonard nkosi and glory sedibe who would
ultimately turn against the anc and collaborate with the state in hunting down their former
comrades written in a fresh immediate style umkhonto we sizwe is an honest account of the armed
struggle and a fascinating chronicle of events that changed south african history the only thing
that should be fat on your job is your paycheck there is a huge worldwide obesity problem while fads
and quick fix diets abound they fail to address an important question in weight gain today is your job
making you fat the answer is yes this bold assertion is based on a great deal of global research that
continues to confirm a compelling relationship between working and weight gain the powerful link
between the workplace and the waistline is due to numerous factors including the sedentary nature of
today s jobs the onslaught of unhealthy foods that are constantly foisted upon employees higher
levels of job stress longer and more demanding work hours peer pressure new and unconventional jobs
and even more put it all together and you have the perfect storm for weight gain is your job making
you fat not only identifies and analyzes all of the central sources of weight gain associated with
work but also provides highly effective steps to control this ever expanding problem and help you
lose weight authors ken and stacey lloyd offer a new approach where you apply your businesslike
mindset and skill set to weight management after all at work you have a plan that includes
objectives benchmark dates strategies priorities deadlines and measurable results this book shows you
how to use this same methodology to take charge of your weight now in its 153rd edition the
statesman s yearbook continues to be the reference work of choice for accurate and reliable
information on every country in the world covering political economic social and cultural aspects
the yearbook is also available online for subscribing institutions statesmansyearbook com louise
haselton offers glimpses of the curious inner lives of everyday and overlooked things from the
domestic to the exotic the natural to the made she distinctively intuits connections between seemingly
disparate material vernaculars haselton believes in the invisible forces that bind and repel the world
around us with a witty reverence for the objects and materials she engages with haselton explores
the communicative possibilities of weight balance and form within her predominantly sculptural works
her practice is unexpected unconventional and exemplary of an artist especially attuned to the
matters which surround us louise haselton act natural is a compendium of haselton s works to date
including illustrated essays chronicling the inspirations influences and ideas behind her extraordinary
practice of the last twenty five years this book is about the right to basic education and its impact
on development in africa it focuses on the elusive subject of litigating the right to education by
examining jurisprudence from select african countries and india the project further analyses the
various challenges that impede access to education with the attendant lack of political will to
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curb corruption and calls for the building of strong institutions and the involvement of both state
and non state actors in driving development via education it also covers the scope for legal
practitioners and policy makers and supports institutional framework in realizing the right to basic
education sea narratives cultural responses to the sea 1600 present explores the relationship
between the sea and culture from the early modern period to the present the collection uses the
concept of the sea narrative as a lens through which to consider the multiple ways in which the sea
has shaped challenged and expanded modes of cultural representation to produce varied contested and
provocative chronicles of the sea across a variety of cultural forms within diverse socio cultural
moments sea narratives provides a unique perspective on the relationship between the sea and cultural
production it reveals the sea to be more than simply a source of creative inspiration instead showing
how the sea has had a demonstrable effect on new modes and forms of narration across the cultural
sphere and in turn how these forms have been essential in shaping socio cultural understandings of the
sea the result is an incisive exploration of the sea s force as a cultural presence this volume is
devoted to management accounting approaches for analyzing business benefits and costs of climate
change it discusses future directions on carbon accounting performance measurement and reporting as
well as links between climate accounting and business processes product and service development
supply chain innovation economic successes and stakeholder relations companies are increasingly
called on to contribute to combatting climate change and also face the challenges presented by
climate change related costs risks and benefits risks can result from unpredictable weather conditions
and government regulations such as the eu emission trading system and new building codes climate
change also offers numerous opportunities such as energy efficiency innovations and carbon neutral
products and production good management requires that carbon emissions are tracked and climate
related costs risks and benefits are identified measured and assessed as such research addressing
corporate accounting frameworks and tools is of increasing importance when it comes to managing
these carbon and climate related issues this book explores a wide range of energy storage devices such
as a lithium ion battery sodium ion battery magnesium ion battery and supercapacitors providing a
comprehensive review of the current field it also discusses the history of these technologies and
introduces next generation rechargeable batteries and supercapacitors this book will serve as a
valuable reference for researchers working with energy storage technologies across the fields of
physics chemistry and engineering features edited by established authorities in the field with chapter
contributions from subject area specialists provides a comprehensive review of field up to date with
the latest developments and research the book showcases examples of university engagement in
community initiatives and reports on the results from research and from a variety of institutional
projects and programmes as a whole the book illustrates how actors at the community microlevel
and other levels meso and macro can make valuable and concrete contributions to the implementation
of the sustainable development goals sdgs and more specifically to achieving the objectives defined at
the 2030 agenda for sustainable development it is one of the outcomes of the second world
symposium on sustainability science which was jointly organised by the pontif�cia universidade
cat�lica do paran� brazil the research and transfer centre sustainable development and climate
change management and the european school of sustainability science and research at hamburg
university of applied sciences germany in cooperation with the inter university sustainable development
research programme iusdrp this book serves the purpose of documenting and promoting african
experiences on sustainable development which encompasses both formal and non formal education
sustainable development is very important to africa but there is a paucity of publication which
documents and promotes experiences from african countries due to their complexity the interrelations
between social economic and political factors related to sustainable development especially at
universities need to be better understood there is also a real need to showcase successful examples of
how african institutions are handling their sustainability challenges it is against this background
that this book has been produced it is a truly interdisciplinary publication useful to scholars social
movements practitioners and members of governmental agencies and private companies undertaking
research and or executing projects focusing on sustainability from across africa as african nations
strive to pursue the un sustainable development goals it is imperative to cater for the information
needs seen across the continent and foster the dissemination of experiences and case studies which may
support both on going and future efforts the scope of the book is deliberately kept wide and we are
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looking for contributions across the spectrum of sustainable development from business and
economics to arts and fashion administration environment languages and media studies this is a
deliberately provocative book it critiques current student behaviour management practices seeks to
explain the flawed assumptions that justify those practices and proposes how things could be better
for children in our schools if different practices were adopted it is one of the few books to offer
alternative ways of addressing the issues associated with student behaviour at school and exposes
the field to serious and sustained critique from both a research perspective and a children s rights
ideological stance the authors address the following questions what ideas dominate current thinking
on student behaviour at school what are the policy drivers for current practices what is wrong
with common behaviour approaches what key ideologies justify these approaches how can we present
ethical alternatives to current approaches how can a human rights perspective contribute to the
development of alternative approaches in exploring these questions and some ethical alternatives to
the status quo the authors suggest practical ways to answer back to calls for more
authoritarian responses to student behaviour within our schools in doing so the authors advocate
for reforms on behalf of children and in their interests this book constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 5th conference on aelectronic governance and open society challenges in eurasia egose 2018
held in st petersburg russia in november 2018 the 36 revised full papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 98 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on smart city infrastructure
policy digital privacy rights security data science machine learning algorithms computational
linguistics digital public administration economy policy digital services values inclusion digital
democracy participation security communities social media activism social media discourse analysis
digital data policy modeling digital government administration communication after the end of
apartheid south african theatre was characterized by a remarkable process of constant aesthetic
reinvention this multivocal volume documents some of the various ways in which the rainbow nation
has forged these innovative stage idioms unusable pasts scandalous lives political betrayal
confession and collaboration reading narrative non fiction across south africa s unfinished
transition now in its 152nd edition the statesman s yearbook continues to be the reference work of
choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in the world covering political
economic social and cultural aspects the yearbook is also available online for subscribing
institutions statesmansyearbook com this collections of essays by leading british and south african
scholars looking at the boer war focuses on three aspects how the british military functioned the
role of the boers afrikaners and zulus and the media presentation of the war to the public this book
presents recent advances in global wheat crop research including the effects of abiotic stresses like
high and low temperatures drought hypoxia salinity heavy metals nutrient deficiency and toxicity on
wheat production it also highlights various approaches to alleviate the damaging effects of abiotic
stress on wheat as well as advanced approaches to develop abiotic stress tolerant wheat crops
wheat is probably one of the world s most important cereals it is a staple food in more than 40
countries and because of its adaptability is cultivated in almost every region global wheat
production has more than doubled in the last 50 years due to higher yields however despite their high
yield potential modern wheat cultivars are often subject to crop loss due to the abiotic stresses as
such plant breeders have long aimed to improve tolerance in order to maintain yield written by 85
experts and offering the latest insights into wheat responses and tolerance to various abiotic
stresses it is a valuable tool for agronomists plant breeders plant physiologists and students in the
field of plant science and agriculture it is the first book to comprehensively cover past and current
abiotic stress problems and tolerance mechanisms these proceedings represent the work of researchers
presenting at the 16th european conference on knowledge management eckm 2015 we are delighted to be
hosting eckm at the university of udine italy on the 3 4 september 2015 the conference will be opened
with a keynote from dr madelyn blair from pelerei inc usa on the topic the role of km in building
resilience on the afternoon of the first day dr daniela santarelli from lundbeck italy will deliver a
second keynote speech the second day will be opened by dr john dumay from macquarie university sydney
australia eckm is an established platform for academics concerned with current research and for
those from the wider community involved in knowledge management to present their findings and ideas
to peers from the km and associated fields eckm is also a valuable opportunity for face to face
interaction with colleagues from similar areas of interests the conference has a well established
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history of helping attendees advance their understanding of how people organisations regions and even
countries generate and exploit knowledge to achieve a competitive advantage and drive their
innovations forward the range of issues and mix of approaches followed will ensure an interesting
two days 260 abstracts were initially received for this conference however the academic rigor of
eckm means that after the double blind peer review process there are 102 academic papers 15 phd
research papers 1 masters research papers and 7 work in progress papers published in these conference
proceedings these papers reflect the continuing interest and diversity in the field of knowledge
management and they represent truly global research from many different countries including algeria
austria bosnia and herzegovina brazil canada chile colombia cuba cyprus czech republic estonia finland
france france germany hungary india indonesia iran ireland italy japan jordan kenya lithuania mexico
nigeria norway pakistan poland portugal romania russia slovakia slovenia south africa spain sri
lanka sultanate of oman sweden switzerland thailand the netherlands uk united arab emirates usa and
venezuela �� ��������� ���������� ��� ������ ����������������� �������������
�������������������
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Oxford Textbook of Creative Arts, Health, and Wellbeing

2018-02-15

there is growing interest internationally in the contributions which the creative arts can make to
wellbeing and health in both healthcare and community settings a timely addition to the field the
oxford textbook of creative arts health and wellbeing is the first work of its kind to discuss the
role the creative arts have in addressing some of the most pressing public health challenges faced
today providing an evidence base and recommendations for a wide audience this is an essential resource
for anyone involved with this increasingly important component of public health practice the
textbook offers key insights for developing new creative arts based approaches to health and
wellbeing and shows how these can augment established practices within a variety of social settings
theoretically grounded and with a strong evidence base this book brings together contributions from
both practitioners and researches to provide a comprehensive account of the field using international
examples the textbook elucidates the various approaches that have successfully led to improvements
in public health whilst case studies in healthcare practices evaluate the impact of arts based
initiatives in a multitude of international settings life course stages and social milieus the oxford
textbook of creative arts health and wellbeing is a comprehensive resource that will be essential to
anyone with an interest in this increasingly important component of public health practice

Understanding Religious Change in Africa and Europe: Crossing
Latitudes

2020-04-15

this book examines and compares the religious experience of an african group with a european one it
offers an ethnographical investigation of the jukun of north central nigeria the author also
organically weaves into the narrative the christianization of the irish in a comparative fashion
throughout he makes the case for an african christianity connected to a celtic irish christianity and
vice versa as different threads in a tapestry this work is a product of a synthesis of archival
research in three continents interviews with surviving first generation christians who were active
practitioners of the jukun indigenous religion and with former missionaries to the jukun on the irish side
it draws from extant primary sources and interviews with scholars in celtic irish studies in addition
pictures diagrams and excerpts from british colonial and missionary journals provide a rich
contextual understanding of jukun religious life and practices the author is among the emerging voices
in the study of world christianity who advocate for the reality of poly centres for christianity this
perspective recognizes voices from the global south in the expansion of christianity this book serves
as a valuable resource for historians anthropologists theologians and those interested in missions
studies both scholars and lay readers seeking to deepen their understanding of world christianity

Human Trafficking and Security in Southern Africa

2018-01-17

this book investigates the links between human trafficking and national security in southern africa
human trafficking violates borders supports organised crime and corrupts border officials and yet
policymakers rarely view the persistence of human trafficking as a security issue adopting an expanded
conceptualisation of security to encompass the individual as well as the state richard obinna
iroanya lays the groundwork for understanding human trafficking as a security threat he outlines the
conditions and patterns of human trafficking globally before moving into detailed case studies of
south africa and mozambique together these case studies bring into focus the lives of the hidden
population in the region with analysis and policy recommendations for combating a global phenomenon
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Styrenes—Advances in Research and Application: 2013 Edition

2013-06-21

styrenes advances in research and application 2013 edition is a scholarlybrief that delivers timely
authoritative comprehensive and specialized information about zzzadditional research in a concise
format the editors have built styrenes advances in research and application 2013 edition on the vast
information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about zzzadditional research
in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable
authoritative informed and relevant the content of styrenes advances in research and application
2013 edition has been produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research
institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written
assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now
have a source you can cite with authority confidence and credibility more information is available at
scholarlyeditions com

International Handbook on Gender and Demographic Processes

2018-05-02

this handbook presents a comprehensive and up to date overview of gender in demography addressing the
many different influences of gender that arise from or influence demographic processes it collects in one
volume the key issues and perspectives in this area whereby demography is broadly defined the purpose in
casting a wide net is to cover the range of work being done within demography but at the same time to
open up our perspectives to neighboring fields to encourage better conversations around these issues
the chapters in this handbook carefully document definition and measurement issues and take up parts
of the demographic picture and focus on how gender plays a role in outcomes in other cases gender
often plays a cross cutting role in social processes rather than having a single or easily
distinguishable role it often combines with other social institutions and even other statuses and
inequalities to affect outcomes thus a key factor in this volume is how gender interacts with race
ethnicity class nationality and sexuality in any demographic setting while each section contains
chapters that are broad overviews of the current state of knowledge and behavior the handbook
also includes chapters that focus on specific cultures or events in order to examine how gender
operates in a particular circumstance

Playfair Cricket Annual 2013

2013-04-11

the 66th edition of the playfair cricket annual reviews england s two 2012 home test series against
west indies and south africa as well as their t20 world cup campaign and their autumn winter
matches against india and new zealand the book is packed with all the essential information required
to follow events on the cricket field with unrivalled up to the minute statistical detail on all first
class players registered in the uk at the time of press there are fixture lists for the coming season
including 2nd xi and minor counties it also features highlights of the 2012 summer and previews the
2013 tourists new zealand and australia plus full test match first class and limited overs
international records

Yale Law Journal: Volume 123, Number 6 - April 2014

2014-04-16

the april 2014 issue of the yale law journal features new articles and essays on law and legal
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theory by internationally recognized scholars an extensive feature explores the idea of federalism as
the new nationalism with contributions by jessica bulman pozen from sovereignty and process to
administration and politics the afterlife of american federalism heather gerken an overview the loyal
opposition abbe gluck our national federalism alison lacroix the shadow powers of article i and
cristina rodr�guez negotiating conflict through federalism institutional and popular perspectives the
issue serves in effect as a new and detailed book on new concepts and practices of u s federalism in
addition the issue includes these contributions from scholars and students article the power to
threaten war by matthew c waxman essay five to four why do bare majorities rule on courts by
jeremy waldron note dignity as a value in agency cost benefit analysis by rachel bayefsky note early
release in international criminal law by jonathan choi note ex ante review of leveraged buyouts by
laura femino comment innocent abroad morrison vilar and the extraterritorial application of the
exchange act by daniel herz roiphe quality ebook edition features linked notes active contents active
urls in notes proper bluebook formatting and full presentation of original tables and images this april
2014 issue is volume 123 number 6

Kaapse bibliotekaris

2003

issues for nov 1957 include section accessions aanwinste sept 1957

Institutional Research in South African Higher�Education�

2016-11-01

the book provides a thorough overview of institutional research ir i e applied higher education
research undertaken within universities in south africa it is a collection of essays focusing on the
character and institutional setting of ir how ir is embedded into the mechanisms of steering shaping and
reforming higher education and what the major results were of ir in select thematic areas the book is a
valuable resource for higher education researchers and social researchers in south africa interested in
higher education it �also deserves to be read by practitioners and policymakers in the field of higher
education in south africa it serves as an interesting case study for higher education researchers all
over the world

Cross-Disciplinary Approaches to Action Research and Action
Learning

2017-07-31

the complexity of 21st century lifestyle makes collaborative research and learning essential for all
of the population both in well resourced and socio economically challenged regions cross disciplinary
approaches to action research and action learning is an advanced reference source including the
latest scholarly research on the examination of the development of a community practice of research
in order to improve problem solving in various fields featuring extensive coverage on a broad range of
topics such as social justice organizational development and global economy this publication is
ideally designed for academics researchers scholars and managers seeking current research on the
promotion of collaborative research and learning

Internationalization in Higher Education and Research

2024-01-01
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this book examines the pros and cons of the internationalization of higher education institutions which
is an important feature of modern universities it makes a significant contribution to our understanding
of universities and an important input to the assessment of the internationalization of higher
education institutions both for regulators and for the universities themselves the book s three parts
focus on a number of issues associated with internationalization the first part perspectives on
internationalization provides critical reflections on internationalization on the globally distributed
european american university and on the impact of rankings the second part the obstacles to
internationalization deals with the significance of language challenges of mobility and environment
concerns the third part alternative modes of internationalization discusses internationalization at
home international distance education and the establishment of international branch campuses

Peace Studies for Sustainable Development in Africa

2022-10-26

this book presents a snapshot of a major challenge and shares subjective views on various areas of
conflict in africa and the diverse theoretical and practical efforts to achieve peace following an
essential review of several real world conflict contexts on the african continent and attempts to
come to terms with them critically as a first step the book explores the lessons learned to date with
regard to peace studies in africa

Dynamic Ecologies

2014-01-13

this volume provides a fascinating glimpse into the complex language ecologies of southeast asia
adopting a relational perspective it considers their significance for the region its peoples the policy
and practice of language teaching learning and assessment and the fate of local languages it gives
particular prominence to the relationship between english and chinese it s likely transformation at a
time of significant global change and the impact that these two languages and their synergy will have
on the place of other languages and dialects dynamic ecologies a relational perspective on languages
education in the asia pacific region draws on the research and insights of key scholars in the field and
provides case studies that illustrate the impact of relevant language policy in countries including
singapore malaysia hong kong south korea and australia

Performances of Capitalism, Crises and Resistance

2015-07-27

discussing crises through diverse examples including the uk s national theatre public art installations
occupy lsx repatriation ceremonies and performances of the everyday this book asks how performance
captures and resists what is considered politically ideologically culturally or socially inside or
outside europe

History of South Africa

2022-08-04

south africa was born in war has been cursed by crises and ruptures and today stands on a precipice
once again this book explores the country s tumultuous journey from the second anglo boer war to
2021 drawing on diaries letters oral testimony and diplomatic reports thula simpson follows the
south african people through the battles elections repression resistance strikes insurrections
massacres crashes and epidemics that have shaped the nation tracking south africa s path from
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colony to union and from apartheid to democracy simpson documents the influence of key figures
including jan smuts nelson mandela steve biko p w botha thabo mbeki and cyril ramaphosa he offers
detailed accounts of watershed events like the 1922 rand revolt the defiance campaign sharpeville
the soweto uprising and the marikana massacre he sheds light on the roles of gandhi churchill castro
and thatcher and explores the impact of the world wars the armed struggle and the border war
simpson s history charts the post apartheid transition and the phases of anc rule from rainbow nation
to transformation state capture to new dawn along the way it reveals the divisions and solidarities
of sport the nation s economic travails and painful pandemics from the spanish flu to aids and covid
19

Yearbook of International Organizations 2014-2015, Volumes 1a
& 1b (Set)

2014-06-16

volume 1 a and b covers international organizations throughout the world comprising their aims
activities and events

Perceiving Evil: Evil Women and the Feminine

2019-01-04

military education was the lifeblood of the armies navies and air forces of the british empire and an
essential ingredient for success in both war and peace military education and the british empire is the
first major scholarly work to address the role of military education in maintaining the empire
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries bringing together the world s top scholars on the
subject this book places distinct national narratives canadian australian south african british and
indian within a comparative context ultimately this book allows readers to consider the connections
between education and empire from a transnational perspective

Military Education and the British Empire, 1815–1949

2018-09-15

the chapters in this book are based on selected peer reviewed research papers presented at the 11th
biennial networked learning conference nlc 2018 held in zagreb and were chosen as exemplars of cutting
edge research on networked learning the chapters are organized into three main sections 1 aspects of
mobility for networked learning in a global world 2 use and misuse of algorithms and learning
analytics 3 understanding and empowering learners the three main sections are flanked by chapters
which introduce and reflect on networked learning as epistemic practice the concluding chapter draws
out perspectives from the chapters and discusses emerging issues the book focuses on the nature of
learning and interactions as an important characteristic sought out by researchers and practitioners
in this field

Mobility, Data and Learner Agency in Networked Learning

2020-03-26

listening to the voices of global practitioners in christian mission we cross boundaries between the
people of god and the not yet people of god declaring god s glory among the nations ps 96 3 mission
begins and ends in worship in mission we proclaim the death burial and resurrection of christ we also
care for the whole person thus at its core mission intertwines praise word and deed this book
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represents the latest in missiological thinking though some contributors are scholars and even
professors most are field practitioners evangelists church planters bible translators medical
professionals refugee workers and community development specialists based on decades of faithful
service they report on what they have learned about mission mission in praise word and deed addresses
a wide range of critical concerns such as informal theological education bible translation business
as mission trauma care and working on multicultural teams as we ponder best mission practices it s
wise to hear from global practitioners those who have been at it for a long time this book represents
the diversity of the global church they are men and women from africa asia latin america north
america and europe who have served or presently serve in places across the world these contributors
share the conviction that the future of missions involves a growing global church and missionary
workforce joining hands to complete the great commission amid severe opposition and disruption

Mission in Praise, Word, and Deed

2023-09-26

the armed struggle waged by the anc s military wing umkhonto we sizwe mk was the longest sustained
insurgency in south african history this book offers the first full account of the rebellion in its
entirety from its early days in the 1950s to the inauguration of nelson mandela as south african
president in 1994 vast in scope this story traverses every corner of south africa and extends
throughout southern africa where mk s largest campaigns and heaviest engagements occurred as well
as to the solidarity networks that the rebellion mobilised around the world drawing principally from
previously unpublished writings and testimonies by the men and women who fought the armed struggle
this book recreates the drama heroism and tragedy of their experiences it tells the story of leaders
like nelson mandela oliver tambo joe slovo and chris hani whose reputations were forged in the
crucible of the armed struggle but it is also a tale of martyrs such as looksmart ngudle ashley kriel
and phila ndwandwe as well as of mk cadres such as leonard nkosi and glory sedibe who would
ultimately turn against the anc and collaborate with the state in hunting down their former
comrades written in a fresh immediate style umkhonto we sizwe is an honest account of the armed
struggle and a fascinating chronicle of events that changed south african history

Transforming Unequal Gender Relations in India and Beyond

2016-03-01

the only thing that should be fat on your job is your paycheck there is a huge worldwide obesity
problem while fads and quick fix diets abound they fail to address an important question in weight
gain today is your job making you fat the answer is yes this bold assertion is based on a great deal of
global research that continues to confirm a compelling relationship between working and weight gain
the powerful link between the workplace and the waistline is due to numerous factors including the
sedentary nature of today s jobs the onslaught of unhealthy foods that are constantly foisted
upon employees higher levels of job stress longer and more demanding work hours peer pressure new and
unconventional jobs and even more put it all together and you have the perfect storm for weight gain
is your job making you fat not only identifies and analyzes all of the central sources of weight gain
associated with work but also provides highly effective steps to control this ever expanding problem
and help you lose weight authors ken and stacey lloyd offer a new approach where you apply your
businesslike mindset and skill set to weight management after all at work you have a plan that
includes objectives benchmark dates strategies priorities deadlines and measurable results this book
shows you how to use this same methodology to take charge of your weight

Umkhonto we Sizwe

2016-02-02
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now in its 153rd edition the statesman s yearbook continues to be the reference work of choice for
accurate and reliable information on every country in the world covering political economic social
and cultural aspects the yearbook is also available online for subscribing institutions
statesmansyearbook com

Is Your Job Making You Fat?

2017-02-28

louise haselton offers glimpses of the curious inner lives of everyday and overlooked things from the
domestic to the exotic the natural to the made she distinctively intuits connections between seemingly
disparate material vernaculars haselton believes in the invisible forces that bind and repel the world
around us with a witty reverence for the objects and materials she engages with haselton explores
the communicative possibilities of weight balance and form within her predominantly sculptural works
her practice is unexpected unconventional and exemplary of an artist especially attuned to the
matters which surround us louise haselton act natural is a compendium of haselton s works to date
including illustrated essays chronicling the inspirations influences and ideas behind her extraordinary
practice of the last twenty five years

The Statesman's Yearbook 2017

2019-11-02

this book is about the right to basic education and its impact on development in africa it focuses on
the elusive subject of litigating the right to education by examining jurisprudence from select african
countries and india the project further analyses the various challenges that impede access to
education with the attendant lack of political will to curb corruption and calls for the building of
strong institutions and the involvement of both state and non state actors in driving development
via education it also covers the scope for legal practitioners and policy makers and supports
institutional framework in realizing the right to basic education

Louise Haselton

2018-05-22

sea narratives cultural responses to the sea 1600 present explores the relationship between the sea
and culture from the early modern period to the present the collection uses the concept of the sea
narrative as a lens through which to consider the multiple ways in which the sea has shaped
challenged and expanded modes of cultural representation to produce varied contested and
provocative chronicles of the sea across a variety of cultural forms within diverse socio cultural
moments sea narratives provides a unique perspective on the relationship between the sea and cultural
production it reveals the sea to be more than simply a source of creative inspiration instead showing
how the sea has had a demonstrable effect on new modes and forms of narration across the cultural
sphere and in turn how these forms have been essential in shaping socio cultural understandings of the
sea the result is an incisive exploration of the sea s force as a cultural presence

Development and the Right to Education in Africa

2016-06-07

this volume is devoted to management accounting approaches for analyzing business benefits and
costs of climate change it discusses future directions on carbon accounting performance measurement
and reporting as well as links between climate accounting and business processes product and service
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development supply chain innovation economic successes and stakeholder relations companies are
increasingly called on to contribute to combatting climate change and also face the challenges
presented by climate change related costs risks and benefits risks can result from unpredictable
weather conditions and government regulations such as the eu emission trading system and new
building codes climate change also offers numerous opportunities such as energy efficiency innovations
and carbon neutral products and production good management requires that carbon emissions are
tracked and climate related costs risks and benefits are identified measured and assessed as such
research addressing corporate accounting frameworks and tools is of increasing importance when it
comes to managing these carbon and climate related issues

Sea Narratives: Cultural Responses to the Sea, 1600–Present

2016-01-21

this book explores a wide range of energy storage devices such as a lithium ion battery sodium ion
battery magnesium ion battery and supercapacitors providing a comprehensive review of the current
field it also discusses the history of these technologies and introduces next generation rechargeable
batteries and supercapacitors this book will serve as a valuable reference for researchers working
with energy storage technologies across the fields of physics chemistry and engineering features edited
by established authorities in the field with chapter contributions from subject area specialists
provides a comprehensive review of field up to date with the latest developments and research

Corporate Carbon and Climate Accounting

2019-12-11

the book showcases examples of university engagement in community initiatives and reports on the
results from research and from a variety of institutional projects and programmes as a whole the
book illustrates how actors at the community microlevel and other levels meso and macro can make
valuable and concrete contributions to the implementation of the sustainable development goals sdgs
and more specifically to achieving the objectives defined at the 2030 agenda for sustainable
development it is one of the outcomes of the second world symposium on sustainability science which
was jointly organised by the pontif�cia universidade cat�lica do paran� brazil the research and
transfer centre sustainable development and climate change management and the european school of
sustainability science and research at hamburg university of applied sciences germany in cooperation
with the inter university sustainable development research programme iusdrp

Electrochemical Devices for Energy Storage Applications

2019-09-25

this book serves the purpose of documenting and promoting african experiences on sustainable
development which encompasses both formal and non formal education sustainable development is very
important to africa but there is a paucity of publication which documents and promotes experiences
from african countries due to their complexity the interrelations between social economic and
political factors related to sustainable development especially at universities need to be better
understood there is also a real need to showcase successful examples of how african institutions
are handling their sustainability challenges it is against this background that this book has been
produced it is a truly interdisciplinary publication useful to scholars social movements practitioners
and members of governmental agencies and private companies undertaking research and or executing
projects focusing on sustainability from across africa as african nations strive to pursue the un
sustainable development goals it is imperative to cater for the information needs seen across the
continent and foster the dissemination of experiences and case studies which may support both on going
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and future efforts the scope of the book is deliberately kept wide and we are looking for
contributions across the spectrum of sustainable development from business and economics to arts
and fashion administration environment languages and media studies

Universities and Sustainable Communities: Meeting the Goals of the
Agenda 2030

2021-07-09

this is a deliberately provocative book it critiques current student behaviour management practices
seeks to explain the flawed assumptions that justify those practices and proposes how things could
be better for children in our schools if different practices were adopted it is one of the few books to
offer alternative ways of addressing the issues associated with student behaviour at school and
exposes the field to serious and sustained critique from both a research perspective and a children s
rights ideological stance the authors address the following questions what ideas dominate current
thinking on student behaviour at school what are the policy drivers for current practices what is
wrong with common behaviour approaches what key ideologies justify these approaches how can we
present ethical alternatives to current approaches how can a human rights perspective contribute to
the development of alternative approaches in exploring these questions and some ethical alternatives
to the status quo the authors suggest practical ways to answer back to calls for more
authoritarian responses to student behaviour within our schools in doing so the authors advocate
for reforms on behalf of children and in their interests

Sustainable Development in Africa

2016-05-20

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th conference on aelectronic governance and
open society challenges in eurasia egose 2018 held in st petersburg russia in november 2018 the 36
revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 98 submissions the papers are organized
in topical sections on smart city infrastructure policy digital privacy rights security data science
machine learning algorithms computational linguistics digital public administration economy policy
digital services values inclusion digital democracy participation security communities social media
activism social media discourse analysis digital data policy modeling digital government
administration communication

Challenging Dominant Views on Student Behaviour at School

2019-02-09

after the end of apartheid south african theatre was characterized by a remarkable process of
constant aesthetic reinvention this multivocal volume documents some of the various ways in which
the rainbow nation has forged these innovative stage idioms

Electronic Governance and Open Society: Challenges in Eurasia

2019-11-11

unusable pasts scandalous lives political betrayal confession and collaboration reading narrative
non fiction across south africa s unfinished transition
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Forays into Contemporary South African Theatre

2019

now in its 152nd edition the statesman s yearbook continues to be the reference work of choice for
accurate and reliable information on every country in the world covering political economic social
and cultural aspects the yearbook is also available online for subscribing institutions
statesmansyearbook com

Experiments with Truth

2017-02-07

this collections of essays by leading british and south african scholars looking at the boer war
focuses on three aspects how the british military functioned the role of the boers afrikaners and zulus
and the media presentation of the war to the public

The Statesman's Yearbook 2016

2013-10-23

this book presents recent advances in global wheat crop research including the effects of abiotic
stresses like high and low temperatures drought hypoxia salinity heavy metals nutrient deficiency and
toxicity on wheat production it also highlights various approaches to alleviate the damaging
effects of abiotic stress on wheat as well as advanced approaches to develop abiotic stress
tolerant wheat crops wheat is probably one of the world s most important cereals it is a staple
food in more than 40 countries and because of its adaptability is cultivated in almost every region
global wheat production has more than doubled in the last 50 years due to higher yields however
despite their high yield potential modern wheat cultivars are often subject to crop loss due to the
abiotic stresses as such plant breeders have long aimed to improve tolerance in order to maintain yield
written by 85 experts and offering the latest insights into wheat responses and tolerance to various
abiotic stresses it is a valuable tool for agronomists plant breeders plant physiologists and
students in the field of plant science and agriculture it is the first book to comprehensively cover
past and current abiotic stress problems and tolerance mechanisms

The Boer War

2019-05-14

these proceedings represent the work of researchers presenting at the 16th european conference on
knowledge management eckm 2015 we are delighted to be hosting eckm at the university of udine italy
on the 3 4 september 2015 the conference will be opened with a keynote from dr madelyn blair from
pelerei inc usa on the topic the role of km in building resilience on the afternoon of the first day dr
daniela santarelli from lundbeck italy will deliver a second keynote speech the second day will be
opened by dr john dumay from macquarie university sydney australia eckm is an established platform
for academics concerned with current research and for those from the wider community involved in
knowledge management to present their findings and ideas to peers from the km and associated fields
eckm is also a valuable opportunity for face to face interaction with colleagues from similar areas
of interests the conference has a well established history of helping attendees advance their
understanding of how people organisations regions and even countries generate and exploit knowledge
to achieve a competitive advantage and drive their innovations forward the range of issues and mix of
approaches followed will ensure an interesting two days 260 abstracts were initially received for
this conference however the academic rigor of eckm means that after the double blind peer review
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process there are 102 academic papers 15 phd research papers 1 masters research papers and 7 work in
progress papers published in these conference proceedings these papers reflect the continuing interest
and diversity in the field of knowledge management and they represent truly global research from many
different countries including algeria austria bosnia and herzegovina brazil canada chile colombia cuba
cyprus czech republic estonia finland france france germany hungary india indonesia iran ireland italy
japan jordan kenya lithuania mexico nigeria norway pakistan poland portugal romania russia slovakia
slovenia south africa spain sri lanka sultanate of oman sweden switzerland thailand the netherlands
uk united arab emirates usa and venezuela

Wheat Production in Changing Environments

2015-09-02
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